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The Boss Design Group
Seating Collection

Our Approach
Design and Development

Welcome to the 2015 North American Boss Design, Seating
Collection.

The Boss Design Group’s unique ability to tailor products to suit
our clients’ requirements has led the brand to global success.

As a business we are proud to be held in such high regard, as
one of the market leading designers and manufacturers, of high
quality office seating, upholstery and tables. We have enjoyed
global success within this design-led sector and from our
Factory in High Point NC, we can offer an unrivaled level of
local service for our customers across North America.

Our Design and Development Team is made up of designers,
engineers, model-makers and upholsterers, supported by an
international network of freelancers with wide-ranging skills and
experience. This team helps to drive our development program
forward, ensuring that the products we manufacture are as
environmentally friendly, ergonomically sound and inspiringly
formed as possible.

Boss Design leads by example through the delivery of an
intelligent and evolving portfolio, whilst maintaining the best
ethical standards. We are very innovative in our design and
are constantly looking at new products and engineering, to
enhance the workplace even further.
Our seating ranges are at the cutting edge of design and
feature first class engineering and workmanship, extensive
tooled investment and incorporates only the finest materials
and components.
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01 CONFERENCE
+MEETING
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Designed by Boss Design

The option of a quilted
stitch detail adds a relaxed
design element. The chair
and accompanying
bar stool are available
with either a skid or
4-legged frame. The chair
may be specified with a
5-star base with castors.

The Arran range combines
style and versatility,
catering for the broad
requirements of the modern
workplace. With a sleek
profile, the comfortable and
fully upholstered stackable
chair is available with or
without arms and presents
an adaptable meeting,
visitor or bar stool option.

Specifications
4 legged

Skid base

23”

21”

21”

23”

31”

26”

31”

21”

22”

31”

26”

31”

21”

18”

4 legged Barstool

Skid base Barstool

Castor base

18”

44”
30”
- 34.5”

44”
30”

30”
15”
- 20”
20”

10

22”

20”
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COZA

Coza is visually and
functionally unique, and
is the perfect chair to
facilitate flexible working
in a modern office.

Designed by Design Ballendat
Created in collaboration with
renowned German furniture
designer, Martin Ballendat,
Coza is a task chair that
boasts extraordinary
comfort and dynamic
support by using the natural
flexibility of a single ribbon
of material. Unlike other
task chairs, it does not
require multiple components
or complex assembly.

Specifications

24”
16”

7.5”
10”
Uncompressed

18.5”

22.5”
Uncompressed

19.5”

15.5”-20”
Compressed
18”

12
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DELPHI
Designed by Boss Design
The definitive boardroom
chair, Delphi combines
the sumptuous finish of
a lounge seat with an
office chair’s functionality.
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Delphi demonstrates Boss
Design’s commitment to
consult with industry leaders
to ensure its designs meet
the highest expectations.

15

DELPHI

Boss Design Group

SWIVEL CHAIR

Designed with decisionmakers in mind, the
upholstered sprung seat
and back, and superior tilt
mechanism offer superb
comfort, while gas height
adjustment means the sitter
can readily find the perfect
commanding position.

Specifications
High back swivel

Low back swivel
20”

19”

20”

40” - 44”
10 - 28”

26”

20”

20”

28”

Low back visitor

26”

16

19”

40.5”
10 - 28”

24”

Low back visitor

24.5”

19”

19”

31.5”

27”

21”

24.5”

19”

31 - 35”

26”

32”

High back visitor

26”

20”

27”

20”

20”

26”
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KRUZE
Designed by David Fox
Possessing presence and
panache, the highly versatile
Kruze chair will complement
a range of environments
and draws the eye to its
elegant form. The gently
sculpted contours and
generous proportions,
promise outstanding sitting
comfort, while the choice of
fully upholstered or with a
contrasting Black American
Walnut outer veneer, makes
it adaptable for relaxed or
more distinguished areas.

18
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The Kruze collection is the
ideal solution for a variety
of applications and is
available with either a
recycled aluminum 4-star
or 5-star base on castors.

20
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Kruze is available with a
painted laquered finish
to satisfy our clients
exacting requirements.

22
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The success of Kruze is
enhanced by the scope
of its product offer. A
complimentary bar stool
with or without a back
on a 4-legged frame
completes the range.

Specifications
4 star base

4 leg frame
24”

15”

18”

33.5”
24”

18”

Stool without back

25”

24”

24”

15”

4 star castor base
24”

18”

33.5”

18”

15”

24”

18”

24”

16” - 20”

22” - 26”

32” - 36”

Stool with back
21”

19”
19”

14”

14”

16”

17”
14”
42”

32”

20”

24

30”

30”

21”

20”

21”
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Designed by Paul Brooks
Mars is a family of light
and versatile meeting,
visitor and conference
seating. The refined
construction of which
belies strong and
exceptionally comfortable
chairs. The generously
proportioned and flexible
polypropylene seat, back
and arms combine to offer
a modern aesthetic. Mars
may be specified with a
choice of back, which
includes injection moulded
plastic, semi-upholstered
or fully upholstered.

Plastic injection
moulded back

26

Plastic injection moulded back
with upholstered front

Fully upholstered back
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The range consists of a
4-legged and cantilever
chair, which may also be
specified as a 4-legged
with castors, 4-star or
5-star base on castors.

28

The range consists of a
4-legged and cantilever
chair, which may also be
specified as a 4-legged
with castors, 4-star or
5-star base on castors.

29
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With or without arms,
the multifunctional chair
incorporates practical
optional additions such
as a writing tablet and
linking device. It will
stack confidently up to
four chairs high, or the
4-legged version will stack
ten high with a trolley.

Boss Design Group

Specifications
4 leg frame

4 star base
23”

22”

26.5”
17.5”

18”

31”

18”

18”

26.5”

Cantilever frame with arms
21.5”

31”

21.5”
18”

18”

32”

18”

18”

20”

18”

32”

17.5”

20”

30

22”

23”

18”

18”

Cantilever frame

20”

27”

20”

31
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Designed by Boss Design
Contemporary Upholstery,
Page is a stylish breakout
chair available with a
chrome 12mm diameter
sled base. The mainframe
is constructed from FSC
plywood with moulded
CMHR foam throughout.
Page can be upholstered in
any fabric or leather.

Specifications
Sled base
25”
19”
31”

16”
23”

32
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Designed by Paul Brooks
The Pro chair’s gently
arching form, emphasised
by a cast aluminum
knuckle connecting the
arms to the precision
tailored upholstery, makes
an impression in any
office environment.
Pro boasts an assured level
of comfort and may be
specified as a stackable or
non-stackable frame. It is
also available with a 4-star
base or 5-star base with
castors. The Pro chair is the
ideal accompanying visitor
chair and is equally suited
to boardroom, meeting
and conference spaces.

Specifications
Cantilever frame

4 star base

22”

24”

33”

34

17”

34”
18”

18”

29”

18”

28”

18”
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TOKYO
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Designed by Boss Design
The smooth, organic
curves and sprung frame
of Tokyo guarantees a
relaxed sitting experience.
The soft padding adds extra
comfort, while its fine seam
patterned upholstery and
striking sleek chrome arms
demonstrate the hallmarks
of Boss Design.

37
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With a polished aluminum
4-star swivel base and
glides for hard or soft
floors, it is a sophisticated
choice for any boardroom,
contemporary meeting
area or executive office.

Specifications

Tokyo upholstery looks
stunning when specified with
the optional quilted stitch
detail on the seat and back,
as illustrated above. Quilted
stitch detail is an extra cost
and must be specified at the
point of order.

4 star base
21.5”

4 star base with arms
18”

32.5”
19”

19”

24”

38

25”

18”

32.5”

25”

24”
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Designed by Mark Gabbertas
Combining style and versatility
Toto is a family of multi-purpose
chairs. Ideal for the demands of
the modern workplace, the range
is suitable for meeting rooms,
breakout areas, dining areas
and hospitality environments.
The range consists of a polished
aluminium 4 star swivel base,
chrome steel frame or 4 leg oak
chair with white chasis frame.
Toto is also available as a high
chair or low back chair.

Specifications
Low back - 4 leg (steel)

Low back 4 star

Low back 4 leg (wood)

18”

29”

18”

29”

21”

High back 4 leg (wood)

18”

20”

40

18”

32”
18”

18”

20”

High back 5 star tilt

18”

32”
18”

17”
- 21.5”

21”

High back 4 star

31.5”

28”
- 32.5”

18”

21”

High back - 4 leg (steel)

18”

29”

18”

Low back 5 star tilt

20”

31”
- 35”

17”
- 21.5”
20”
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ZANDI
Designed by Paul Brooks
Zandi is a multi purpose
stacking chair ideally
suited to cafés and
dining areas.

The compact and
comfortable Zandi
is the ideal chair where
space is at a premium.

42

Zandi is available with a
plastic back and seat, or
with a plastic back and
upholstered seat
for added comfort.
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Complete with a chrome
or painted frame, this
non-arm chair comes in
a selection of 7 colours to
suit a variety of interior
spaces and to provide
maximum visual impact.

Specifications
4 leg frame

18”
14”

44”
32”

18”
19”

44

20”

18”

17”

29”
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02 BREAKOUT
+COLLABORATION
46
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Crafted with solid oak
legs and top stitch
detailing, the classic
Albany range delivers
a superior level of
upholstery.

Designed by Boss Design
Elegant, compact and
stylish; just a few words
specifiers use to describe
the Albany collection. With
its soft, welcoming form
and distinctive buttoned
back, Albany is designed
to complement any space.

48
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Specifications
Armchair

Sofa

Large Sofa

33”

33”

31.5”

Dining Chair

33”

16”

27”

50

27”

18.5”

16”

46”

56”

28”

24”

24”
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Designed by Boss Design
This striking design is
constructed with a hard wood
frame resting upon a separate
timber underframe.

The range includes compact
sofa, large sofa and single
seater and is available as
high / low back option with
a choice of plain or bump
back upholstery. Directed
more towards the hospitality
market but well suited to the
modern interior.

Specifications

Armchair

Compact sofa
40”

Large sofa
80”

91”

31”

39”
16.5”

Armchair

Compact sofa
40”

Large sofa
80”

91”

31”

49”

16.5”

52
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CALLISTO
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Designed by Rex Johnson.
The Callisto collection
offers crisp contemporary
lines and reassuring
comfort, with a respectful
hint of 1950’s retro cool.
These versatile designs
possess a timeless appeal
that will compliment
any interior.

55
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The flared shape of Callisto
provides a dramatic angled
finish – visible from wherever
you’re standing. The stitching
detail, achieved by ‘quilting’ together the outer fabric
with an inner foam to create
deep ridges, creates Callisto’s
distinctive surface.

Boss Design Group

Specifications

Armchair

Compact Sofa

Bar Stool

Diner

38”

29”

31.5”

19”

15”

29”

56

Large Sofa

46”

59”

30”

19”

20”

21”

23”
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Designed by Boss Design

CEGA

Totally symmetrical in form and boasting
advanced acoustic qualities, Cega comprises
of a profile cut tubular construction that
features advanced internal heat welded
vertical fluted upholstery. Its contoured
design has been intentionally developed
to reduce peripheral vision and external
noise, whilst the open top structure allows
for the correct level of ambient light to
pass through the system.

Available as a 360 degree swivel unit for
enhanced privacy, Cega is the ideal product
for the modern working environment where
personal touchdown spaces and informal
meeting areas are the norm.

Specifications

26”

24”
21”

67”

54”

59”

10”
26”

58

18”
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Cocoon
Designed by Boss Design
Comfortable and ergonomically
sound, Cocoon creates the ideal
meeting space for informal
environments. The high,
upholstered structure absorbs
ambient background noise
providing complete privacy from
the surrounding environment
without the need for interior
sub structures.

60
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Based around one simple unit,
Cocoon can be used for team
meetings, collaborative tasks or
as a base for the day.

Specifications
18”

26”

70”

Media Unit

Media Unit with Cocoon

43”

75”

82”

19”

18.5”
31”
79”

62

28”

95.5”
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Entente
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Designed by Boss Design
The Entente range provides an
innovative, flexible break-out
space, ideal for the corporate
environment. Designed to offer
numerous configurations, the
informal meeting area offers
both comfort and functionality;
breaking up large, open plan
spaces with a private seating
arrangement.

65
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Across all configurations,
Entente is available as a high
or low back option and can be
specified with power and data.

Specifications
1 Seat, High Back Sofa

2 Seat, High Back Sofa

3 Seat, High Back Sofa

Single Arm 2 Seat, High Back Sofa

High Back Corner Unit

51”

71”

44”

1 Seat, Low Back Sofa

63”

91”

2 Seat, Low Back Sofa

3 Seat, Low Back Sofa

35”

Single Arm 2 Seat, Low Back Sofa

Low Back Corner Unit

31.5”

Corner Group

3 Seat Booth

2 Seat Booth

Seat Booth

35”

44”
71”

91”

101”

63”

35”

66

63”

101”

101”
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FAIRFAX
Designed by Boss Design
The Fairfax collection
has a confident and
contemporary aesthetic.
Designed in-house, the
collection is ideally suited
to corporate reception and
executive lounge areas.

68
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The armchair, 2 and
3-seater sofas demonstrate
excellent attention to detail
and a superior level of
upholstery that would
not look out of place in
a domestic setting.

Specifications
Armchair

Ottoman

2 Seater

3 Seater
64”

38”

35”

25”
7”

70

88”

48”

15”

72”

15”

23”

15”

23”
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Its distinctive design allows
each stool to neatly nest
together to create a
multitude of configurations,
including benching and
individually shaped
formations.

HOOT
72

Designed by Boss Design
Hoot is a versatile and
playful accompaniment to
the Boss Design portfolio.
Its practical structure
offers a unique aesthetic
that looks at home in any
reception, breakout, bar
or lounge area.
Hoot is available in a wide
range of fabric choices to
accompany any upholstery
product from the Boss
Design portfolio, making it
the perfect auxiliary piece.

Specifications
Group Arrangement

43”

18”

22”

14”

51”

73
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KRUZE
LOUNGE
Designed by David Fox
A fusion of classic and
contemporary defines the
philosophy behind the
Kruze Lounge chair. A
striking visual and sitting
experience, intelligent
design combines with the
finest craftsmanship. The
high sculpted back and
gently curving contours
promise outstanding
sitting comfort, while its
distinctive profile makes
it a stand-alone statement
piece to enhance any
executive lounge, reception
or meeting area.

74
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Kruze lounge is also
available as a low-back
edition. Its generous
proportions look equally
stunning whether fully
upholstered or presented
with a veneered outer back.

Specifications

Supported by a polished
aluminium 4-star base,
Kruze Lounge is available
as a sumptuous fullyupholstered chair, with
the choice of a contrasting
Black American Walnut
or Oak veneered outer
as standard.

High back

30”

20”

20”

43.5”
23.5”

17.5”

24”

76

Low back

30”

33”
23.5”

17.5”

24”
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Designed by David Fox
Magic is a compact,
elegant stool that showcases
great design, comfort and
is exceptionally practical. It
is ideally suited to informal
reception, atrium or meeting
and breakout spaces.

Available in a selection
of fabrics, leathers and
finishes, Magic is suited to
purist office environments,
where it adds splashes of
vibrant colour that brings
an environment to life.
Magic may be specified as
a stool, island unit or coffee
table and comes with a
chromed, or white or black
painted base.

Specifications

ø 23”

78

ø 39”

ø 32”

18”

19”

14”
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MARNIE

Designed by Boss Design
By combining elegant design,
high quality upholstery and
attention to detail, Boss
Design have created Marnie,
a lounge chair collection
which portrays luxury and
style. This understated
lounge chair collection
includes a high and low
back arm chair, which is
available on either a 360°
swivel base or 4 leg steel base.

Offering exceptional comfort
and considered proportions,
Marnie is the ideal choice for
breakout, reception and hotel
lounges. Its full body can be
upholstered in a wide variety
of fabrics and leathers, with
its angular back shape
lending itself perfectly to
two tone upholstery.

Specifications
High back swivel base

Low back 4 leg frame

Low back swivel base

42”
32”

32”
17”

31”

80

17”

17”

28”

31”

28”

31”

28”
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Designed by Boss Design
Designed in-house, the new
handcrafted Mr. & Mrs. wing
chairs pay respectful homage
to their stately grandeur, whilst
incorporating contemporary
touches that make them suitable
for today’s hospitality and
boutique hotel environment,
and even the corporate arena.
Designed to sit amiably alongside
sofas and other furnishings,
both chairs may be used as
standalone pieces to make a
bold design statement.

Both the height of the wing
chairs and their corresponding
details has been a careful
consideration in the design
appeal and personality of this
duo. Whilst the high backed
version offers a masculine feel
with full under frame, full
seat and wooden buttons, the
low-backed chair comes complete
with loose cushions, border,
fabric buttons and leg detail.
Such is the flexibility of this range
that the detail from both chairs
may be transferred to each
other, if preferred.
Specifications
Mr

Mrs

38”

44”
24”

82

18”

24”

18”
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Peek & BoO
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Designed by Boss Design
Peek and Boo reflect the
change towards a
comfortable, informal
working environment
where single person work
booths are the norm.

84
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Peek and Boo can be
used independently
to create private
spaces in open plan
environments, or
alongside each
other to enhance
collaborative working.

Specifications
Peek

Boo

40”
36”
57”

29”

27”
17”

86

30”
17”
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RAFT
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If you’re looking to create
a flexible and productive
working environment,
there’s a Raft of options
available to you. Raft is
a modular system
available in a variety of
configurations allowing
you to create the seating
solution you need.

Designed with agile
working in mind, Raft
modules include single
and double benches,
corner piecesand curved
sections. Optional
integrated power and
data further establish
this as the flexible seat
for the flexible worker.

89
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Inspiring private spaces
can be created using high
back Raft units, which
feature an upholstered
screen to shut out the
chaos around you. This
makes them perfect for
collaborative meeting
spaces and ideal for
any sudden breakout
discussion.

Boss Design Group

Specifications
2 Seater non arm no back 2

2 Seater non arm right half back 2

2 Seater RH arm half back

2 Seater non arm full back

2 Seater RH arm full back 2

53”

2 Seater arms and back

58.5”

58.5”

26”

64.5”

26”

6”
26”

53”

53”

6”

53”

6”

53”

6”
20”

26”

29”

29”

18”

18”

1 Seater non arm no back

1 Seater non arm with back

1 Seater right arm with back

26”

26”

1 Seater arms and back

32”

Corner Unit

38”

45° unit

26”
44”

26”

26”

26”

6”

26”

6”

26”

26”

26”

6”
20”

6”

Rectangular table

26”

90°

45°

90°

180°

6”

26”

26”

26”

26”

26”

26”

29”

18”

180°

Tri-table

53”

26”

35”
29”

18”

Square/Corner table

41”

45°

26”

53”

45°

26”

26”

16”

16”

16”

18”

18”
6”

6”

18”
6”

2 Seat high back

28”

53.5”
55”

18”

90

27.5”
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Shuffle
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Designed by Boss Design
Shuffle provides an informal
meeting space with endless
configuration possibilities.
Available as a high and low
back option the contoured
design enhances the acoustic
properties and absorbs ambient
background noise.

92
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Based around one simple unit,
Shuffle can be used for all current
office functions associated with
soft upholstery such as touchdown
and breakout areas, meeting
spaces and partitioning. Its ease
of use allows users to rearrange
their office from day-to-day,
or even from hour-to-hour,
depending on the task at hand.

Boss Design Group

Specifications
Overhead

High back

Low back

42”

42”
59”
28”

31.5”

20”

38”

31.5”
18”

18”

30”
37 kg

94

30 kg
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SWING
Designed by Boss Design
Swing is an eye-catching lounge
chair collection from Boss Design.
Designed in-house, it has a
refined and impressive aesthetic
and offers an exceptional level
of comfort owing to its sculpted
and sumptuous form. The lounge
chair features a stylish 4-star
base and is available with a
headrest. Swing is ideally
suited to any front of house or
corporate break out areas.

Specifications
High back 4 star

Low back 4 star

High back sled base

17”

Low back sled base

17”
19”

19”
30”

30” 20”

44”

21”

44”

34”

19”
26”

96

34”

17”

17”

17”

17”

19”
33”

26”

33”

26”

26”
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COZA

Coza is visually and
functionally unique, and
is the perfect chair to
facilitate flexible working
in a modern office.

Designed by Design Ballendat
Created in collaboration with
renowned German furniture
designer, Martin Ballendat,
Coza is a task chair that
boasts extraordinary
comfort and dynamic
support by using the natural
flexibility of a single ribbon
of material. Unlike other
task chairs, it does not
require multiple components
or complex assembly.

Specifications

24”
16”

7.5”
10”
Uncompressed

18.5”

22.5”
Uncompressed

19.5”

15.5”-20”
Compressed
18”

100
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MONEYPENNY

102
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Designed by Paul Brooks
Incorporating a stylish,
breathable mesh-back and
using the highest quality
components, Moneypenny
is a versatile task chair
with a superior level
of comfort.

www.bossdesign.com

Boss Design Group

Ergonomically engineered,
it has a range of adjustment
controls for individual
needs and an easily
manoeuvred pad for
optimum support in the
lumbar zone. An optional
headrest is also available.

Specifications

17” - 19”
27”

16” - 20”
19”

24”

24”
7” - 11”
19” - 23”

19” - 23”

28”

28”
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VITE
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Designed by Boss Design
Vite has been developed with
simplicity in mind. Its design
incorporates an ergonomically
formed mesh-back and seat,
along with a range of adjustments
to ensure the most comfortable
of sits for all users.
Vite is the ideal work chair for
the modern office that dictates
comfort, flexibility and style.
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Incorporating a synchronised
mechanism that responds
to your requirements in the
fewest of adjustments, the
technology behind the chair
ensures enhanced geometry
and total comfort at all times.
Vite’s encased dual density
mesh-back design offers
maximum back support,
negating the need for back
height adjustment.

Specifications
Task

Visitor with arms

Visitor without arms

18”

16”-19”

20” (compressed)
26”

17.5”-19” 25”-27”

8”-11”
16”-20”
(compressed)

20”

20”
24”

38” 24”

26”

18”

38”
18”

18”

26”
22”
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Boss Design Group
Headquarters

Showrooms

USA
North American Headquarters
2014 Chestnut Street
High Point
N.C. 27262

UK
Global Head Office
Boss Drive Dudley
West Midlands
DY2 8SZ

United Arab Emirates
Al Quoz 3
P.O.Box 8349
Dubai
UAE

T: +1 844-296-7317
F: +1 336-884-2278

T : +44 (0)1384 455 570
F: +44 (0)1384 241 628

Chicago showroom
Third floor
310A Merchandise Mart
Chicago

London Showroom
7 Clerkenwell Road
London
EC1M 5PA

Dubai Showroom
Design House
Al Noor Street, Al Sufouh 1
PO Box 117088, Dubai UAE

T : +44 (0) 20 7253 0364
F: +44 (0) 20 7608 0160

T : +971 (0)443 788 99
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